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Datasheets for Datasets Help ML Engineers Notice and
Understand Ethical Issues in Training Data

KAREN L. BOYD, University of Michigan, USA

The social computing community has demonstrated interest in the ethical issues sometimes produced by

machine learning (ML) models, like violations of privacy, fairness, and accountability. This paper discovers

what kinds of ethical considerations machine learning engineers recognize, how they build understanding, and

what decisions they make when working with a real-world dataset. In particular, it illustrates ways in which

Datasheets for Datasets, an accountability intervention designed to help engineers explore unfamiliar training

data, scaffolds the process of issue discovery, understanding, and ethical decision-making. Participants were

asked to review an intentionally ethically problematic dataset and asked to think aloud as they used it to solve

a given ML problem. Out of 23 participants, 11 were given a Datasheet they could use while completing the

task. Participants were ethically sensitive enough to identify concerns in the dataset; participants who had a

Datasheet did open and refer to it; and those with Datasheets mentioned ethical issues during the think-aloud

earlier and more often than than those without. The think-aloud protocol offered a grounded description of

how participants recognized, understood, and made a decision about ethical problems in an unfamiliar dataset.

The method used in this study can test other interventions that claim to encourage recognition, promote

understanding, and support decision-making among technologists.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Machine Learning (ML) finds patterns in training data, but does not distinguish between useful

bias (that helps it differentiate between images of cats and cars, for example) and discriminatory

bias (that may, for example, assess Black parolees as more likely to reoffend [32]). ML reflects bias

in the world from which this data was drawn, for example in associations between words in text,

resulting in algorithms that reify those biases [13]. Training data has also become a target for

accountability interventions (e.g. [27, 24, 5]) and is described by industry practitioners as a key

place to intervene to support fairness in ML [28]. Training data are an area of particular concern

for privacy advocates, too, but the issue is complicated because collecting sensitive attributes (e.g.

race or gender) may be necessary to build and certify fair algorithms [73]. Therefore, researchers

advocate interventions into training data to preserve privacy and allow for fair model training,
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model certification, and decision verification by, for example, encrypting sensitive attributes in

training data [34]. Because it is cited as a driver of discrimination, a focus for those concerned

with multiple ethical issues, and highlighted by industry practitioners as a target for intervention,

this project focuses on a tool that aims to intervene to support ethical ML development while its

builders are first working with training data.

Context documents are interventions designed to accompany a dataset or ML model, allowing

builders to communicate with users. These documents ask dataset or model builders a variety

of questions: some ask about the context of development or data collection, measures of data

distribution or model performance, ethical and legal concerns, but most ask questions from more

than one category. Many were proposed in part to prompt technologists to recognize and and

understand ethical issues [5, 24, 58, 72, 50, 55]. As part of that effort, most include direct ethical

questions. For example, “Were any ethical review processes conducted?” “Are there any tasks for

which the dataset should not be used?” and “Is there anything that a future user might need to

know to avoid uses that could result in unfair treatment of individuals or groups?” [24]. Others

take another approach: in their paper proposing Data Statements for Natural Language Processing,

Bender & Friedman argue that their proposed context document may surface bias and other

ethical problems without a question directly about ethics: “We propose here that foregrounding

the characteristics of our datasets can help, by allowing reasoning about what the likely effects

may be” [5]. This paper offers some empirical data to support the idea that questions about dataset

characteristics can prompt ethical engagement.

Ethical sensitivity (ES) gives us a framework to observe how context documents scaffold ethical

engagement. ES describes a moment of recognition (where someone working on a technical task

notices its ethical aspects), particularization (where the worker seeks information and reflects to

build understanding), and judgment (where the worker selects and executes a path forward). It has

been studied in a variety of professions [68] and has been used to test educational interventions

[46, 15, 30, 16].

This paper uses ES to describe how a selected context document– Datasheets for Datasets [24]–

influences recognition and whether and how it shapes particularization. To do this, I observed ML

engineers after I presented them with an ethically problematic ML problem and data, some with a

Datasheet and some without. I asked participants to think aloud as they worked with the data.

This paper answers the following research questions:

RQ 1: How do machine learning engineers recognize, particularize, and make judg-

ments about potential ethical problems in unfamiliar training data?

RQ 2: How might Datasheets support ethical sensitivity among ML engineers working

with unfamiliar training data?

More participants who were given Datasheets recognized ethical issues while working with the

data and participants relied heavily on the Datasheet to particularize. Among participants who had

a Datasheet, most particularization was done with the Datasheet on the screen.

Section 2 reviews current work on ethical sensitivity and ethical topics with training data. Section

3 describes methods, 4 discusses analysis, 5 explains the results, and 6 reviews the importance of

these findings for ML development, ethical sensitivity, and ethical cooperative development.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This project contributes to an ongoing conversation in CSCW about describing, critically evaluating,

and intervening in the work practices of technologists and designers [21, 70] in general and machine

learning and data science practitioners [65, 45, 2, 14] in particular. To contextualize this study, I

will discuss the role of training data in ML and how fairness, privacy, and accountability in an ML
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system can be affected by training data. Next, I will introduce the category of interventions I call

context documents and explain how I selected one to focus on. Finally, I will review the framework

of Ethical Sensitivity and how context documents try to promote two of its components: ethical

recognition and particularization.

2.1 Training data and ethics
Although there’s some debate about what qualifies as machine learning, the defining feature is

in the name: “learning.” ML algorithms are said to learn patterns by automatically and iteratively

optimizing a model to fit training data. For our purposes, it will not be necessary to precisely

delineate machine learning from traditional software and statistical methods; for the purposes of

this study, “machine learning” refers to algorithms that find patterns in training data and use those

patterns to classify, predict, or do some other task without being explicitly programmed with rules

for doing so.

There are several human values of interest that are relevant when considering the training data

used to build ML models. Fairness, privacy, and accountability are particularly relevant to the facial

recognition dataset used in this study. Conceptions of all three vary among people and contexts,

complicating the task of operationalizing them in technology.

2.1.1 Fairness. Training data can be a table of rows with features and a dependent variable, like a

regression would need. Training data can also be images, video, free text, shopping histories, online

learning activity, and more. Training data is biased. Statistical bias in training data is in fact what

the algorithm uses to label an image as being of a cat and not a dog or a person or a car. But training

data can also contain patterns that reflect real-world prejudice or systemic inequality, leading to

discriminatory bias in the algorithm’s outputs. An algorithm can’t tell the difference between a

pattern like “a longer nose-looking thing tends to correlate with the label ‘dog’ and a shallower

face is more likely to be ‘cat.”’ and the pattern “the phrase ‘boy scouts’ predicts an interview, but

when a resume contains ‘girl scouts’ it tends to go in the ‘no’ pile.” Examples of this outcome bias

abound (For reviews, see: [48, 4]) and researchers have built useful taxonomies of discriminatory

bias in machine learning [26, 42].

Discrimination in ML models not only comes from decisions reflecting societal prejudices, it can

also manifest as performance differences among groups. A striking example of this is the “Gender

Shades” paper, which found that facial recognition performed worse for darker-skinned subjects

and female subjects, with error rates for darker-skinned women as high as 34.7%, when the highest

error rate for lighter-skinned men was less than 1% [11].

In the ML fairness literature and among people impacted by algorithms, there are a wide range

of definitions of fairness that can be sophisticated, contextually-determined, and contradictory

with one another [25, 53, 59, 64]. Non-technical users of algorithms seem to be attuned to the

possibility of bias in algorithms [38], and HCI research has developed methods of surfacing user

values, perceptions of (un)fairness, and beliefs about what factors should and should not inform

algorithmic decision-making [6, 12, 66]. ML engineers are in a unique position to evaluate and

operationalize fairness concepts tailored for the users, subjects, and regulatory environment of

algorithms.

2.1.2 Privacy. As ML pervades new domains, so does data collection. Targeted advertising, facial

recognition, recommendation services, search engines, spam filters, and self-driving features in

cars mean that browsing history; photos of people online, in public, and in public records; viewing,

listening, and purchasing histories; email; and driving behavior are collected. Researchers have

raised privacy concerns about this data [57] and about “notice and consent,” the ethical safeguard
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used for collecting it [3]. Research suggests that privacy is also complex and contextually-defined

[47].

Including many, diverse examples in a training data set can address quality problems, including

unfairness, but adding more data can mean more people’s privacy is at risk. This is aggravated by

the fact that to identify discriminatory bias, sensitive attributes may need to be collected and stored

[73]. Interventions to address bias may prescribe oversampling rare or sensitive cases, meaning

members of minority groups can be more likely to have data collected about them.

2.1.3 Transparency. The lack of visibility intomost typesmachine learningmodels makes it difficult

to identify potential for harm, locate the source of identified harm, or mitigate it. Some reasons for

this lack of transparency are the technical restrictions on interpretability of the models themselves;

the intellectual property protections, privacy laws, and organizational secrecy that safeguard the

details of training data; the policies, people, and software that mediate algorithmic outputs; and

sometimes a lack of disclosure or awareness that a model is in use at all. Many advocate for

increased transparency into models’ development process, data, inferences, deployment, potential

harm, and human involvement in algorithms’ development and deployment to allow its builders,

users, citizens, courts, and regulators to understand, interpret, and act on their outputs [18, 43].

There’s also discussion of the potential harms that total transparency could create [36]. Research

has identified several particular areas of concern for algorithmic transparency, including calling

for data provenance tools that can reflect data context and reuse practices [63], transparency

practices that support decision-making and accountability [29], legal guidelines that account for

quick technological change [56], and oversight bodies that can preserve privacy rights and manage

perverse incentives while examining systems in close detail [36]. This paper focuses on a type of

transparency intervention I will call “context documents” that attempt to expose relevant aspects

of data or models to help builders and users make informed decisions.

2.2 Context Documents
Sometimes, the same team collects training data and prepares it to train a model, but not always. It

may be different teams’ responsibility in a large organization, engineers may reuse data collected for

other purposes (for example sales, quality control, or user data), or they may use any of many large,

public datasets available. OpenML lists more than 2,600 such datasets [62]. Standard documentation

accompanying datasets (or models) can bridge the gap between builders and users.

These “context documents” take many forms, ranging in complexity from a few hundred words

[54] to detailed reports [5, 27]. Proposals like Bender and Friedman’s [5] for Natural Language

Processing and Yang et al.’s [72] for ranking algorithms illustrate the specificity that context

documents tailored for a single ML technique can offer. Some are part of larger programs or

regulatory regimes and have a format tailored to their purpose in it [50, 55, 58]. Gebru et al.’s

Datasheets [24], Mitchell et al.’s Model Cards [44], and Yang et al.’s nutritional label [72] directly ask

for information about ethical concerns, while others argue that simply reporting the characteristics

of datasets will prompt and advertise ethical work [5, 27]. The sudden proliferation of context

document proposals may be a response to an uptick of research and journalism verifying algorithmic

bias: all but one of these context document proposals cited either Julia Angwin’s “Machine Bias”

[32], Bolukbasi et al.’s “Man is to Computer Programmer as Woman is to Homemaker?” [8], or both.

Context documents are designed to intervene not in the technical product, but in the practices

of technology designers. Documents have been proposed for both pre-processed training data and

completed models (at the beginning and end of the training data resourcing cycle), for particular

domains and techniques and for general use, and as deeply technical reports or lay language

documents. Tables 1 and 2 classify each of the context documents mentioned above key dimensions.
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Table 1. Context Documents by Scope and Focus

Technique- or Domain-Specific General Purpose

Training Data Bender & Friedman, 2018

(Natural Language Processing)

Holland et al., 2018;

Gebru et al., 2018

Model
Diakopoulos, 2016 (Media & Journalism);

Selbst, 2018 (Policing);

Yang et al., 2018 (Ranking Algorithms)

Mitchell et al., 2019;

Reisman et al., 2018;

Shneiderman, 2016;

Schmaltz, 2018

Table 2. Context Documents by Audience and Purpose

General Call/Program Technical Reports Lay Language Documents

Shneiderman, 2016;

Reisman et al., 2018;

Diakopoulos, 2016

Holland et al., 2018;

Bender & Freidman, 2018;

Yang et al., 2018

Bender & Freidman, 2018;

Schmaltz, 2018;

Mitchell et al., 2019

Gebru et al., 2018

This paper focuses on Datasheets [24]: a technique- and domain-agnostic, lay-language context

document for training data. Datasheets are versatile: they can be taught early in ML education to

students who will go on to work in diverse domains using a variety of techniques. They are legible

to key non-expert stakeholders, like managers, users, citizens, and auditors, and can therefore

empower them and other interested parties to support accountability. Although Datasheets were

built with a variety of goals [24], one of them is to increase the likelihood that ML engineers notice,

understand, and can act on ethical problems in datasets.

2.3 Ethical sensitivity
Ethical sensitivity (ES) started as Rest’s “moral sensitivity” [52] and has emerged as a way to

understand how people recognize, interpret, and act on ethically consequential decisions in their

work [68]. I argue that ES will help us understand how the people who build technology notice,

understand, and act on ethical problems in their work; ES gives us a framework for evaluating

ethical interventions into technology development; and that studies of technology development

will add breadth and depth to current understandings of ES [9].

Although ethical sensitivity is often studied as a trait (e.g. by asking “are men or women more

ethically sensitive?” [1, 49]) some studies suggest that it may be a skill that can be developed [19]

or taught [22], or is a collection of related skills [39].

This paper treats ethical sensitivity as a practice, not a trait, for which a person or group can be

more or less disposed, more or less skilled, but which is capable of being developed. In other words,

in contrast to a survey that tries to measure ES as a latent trait (like the popular Moral Sensitivity

Questionnaire [41]), this study treats ES like an ethics-focused application of Aristotle’s phronesis,
a practical wisdom that bridges techne (context-dependent knowledge of one’s craft) and epsiteme
(universal, unchanging knowledge). Phronesis has been profitably used to understand professional

reflection and judgment [35].
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According to this view of ES, a person may consciously practice the skill at work, in a classroom,

in a role-playing exercise, or other simulated scenario. A worker may also perform it as part of their

work without consciously exercising their skill. It can be supported or undermined by organizations’

practices, policies, and people, like job descriptions, evaluation schema, and managers. This view

of ES strikes a chord with long-standing research models that assert that ethical decision-making is

dependent on the worker and their work characteristics [61] and influenced by the particulars of

the ethical issue [31].

ES is highly situated, but that does not mean we can not learn about it in a simulated work

environment, just as skill at basketball can be developed and meaningfully observed outside the

context of a team, a game, an audience, a league, or even a particular set of rules by watching

players as they practice. The practice session can be designed to develop (or demonstrate) skills that

carry over to in situ performance, including focusing on areas of particular weakness or interest.

Similarly, a curriculum, training activity, or study can develop or demonstrate ethical sensitivity.

For this study, it was important to observe people with and without a Datasheet with data and

a problem I control, so observing people in their full, long-term work context was not feasible.

Therefore, I developed a think-aloud comparison method to allow ML engineers to work on a task

I designed from their work environment on their own machines with their preferred settings and

software.

If we assume that we can observe ethical sensitivity in a study, what are we looking for? Ethical

sensitivity can be thought of as consisting of three activities: recognition, particularization and

judgment.

2.3.1 Recognition. Recognition of an ethical issue is the moment of noticing. While executing

the tasks of their job (helping a patient, reviewing tax documents, or training an ML model, for

example), a professional may perceive information that signals that the situation requires ethical

judgment: a perspective shift from seeing the task as primarily technical to ethical [17, 49], giving

the worker the opportunity to intervene.

There’s little prior work in ethical sensitivity describing what Weaver et al. refer to as “cues”

that trigger ethical recognition [68]. Context documents like Datasheets may operate as cues, and

in fact, some are designed to do so. Papers proposing these documents talk about their allowing

dataset or model users to “recognize . . . potential limitation” [5]. Holland et al. [27] argue that the

Dataset Nutrition label they propose may highlight characteristics of data and enable engineers to

“check for issues at the time of model development.” Mitchell et al. [44] noted that some “systematic

errors were only exposed after models were put into use, and negatively affected users,” hoping

that Model Cards could help avoid these oversights.

2.3.2 Particularization. Particularization is a less well-defined and -studied area of ethical sensi-

tivity [9]. Blum [7] explicates the importance of such particulars to ethical judgment. Weaver et

al. [68] include activities that develop an understanding of the particulars of the ethical situation:

reflecting on one’s beliefs, seeking information about circumstances, and referring to external

standards, like policies or codes of ethics. For the purposes of this study, particularization is any

kind of understanding-building activity.

Context documents are not only created to spark recognition. Bender and Friedman [5] say that

their report could “[allow] reasoning about what the likely effects may be.” Mitchell et al. [44]

discuss several targets of particularization as goals for their document, including how the cards can

help stakeholders identify what questions to ask of a model and evaluate its suitability for a given

context. Schmaltz [54] highlights the ability of a context document to cause builders to consider

societal implications, risks, and failure cases. Datasheets were designed to help readers evaluate the
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appropriateness, strengths, and weaknesses of the dataset is for their purposes, and to encourage

creative, critical thought on the part of the Datasheet authors about the dataset [24].

The process of building an understanding of the particulars of an ethically consequential situation

is under-explored in the existing ES literature [9].

2.3.3 Judgment. Rest’s foundational work lays out a clear conceptualization of judgment, identify-

ing three activities: “formulating the morally ideal course of action; deciding what one actually

intends to do; or executing and implementing what one intends to do" [52]. In later work, Rest et

al. acknowledged that sensitivity and judgment are intertwined: “Logically, Component 1 [what

he called "moral sensitivity"] precedes Component 2 [what he called "moral judgment], but the

components do not follow each other in a set temporal order—as there are complex feed-forward

and feed-backward loops, and complex inter-actions” [51].

In machine learning development, judgment could lead an engineer to, for example, implement

a tool to mitigate bias in training data, encrypt training data, refuse to build, or continue along

the development plan with no adjustments. Although judgment is sometimes not included in

conceptions of ES, its direct connection to design outcomes make it important to observe.

This study uses ethical sensitivity to evaluate the effectiveness of Datasheets, especially whether

they help ML engineers recognize and particularize. The think-aloud method may offer insight into

particularization that is not available with the survey methods used extensively in that literature. I

designed this study to focus on particularization, but it also captures recognition and judgment

among participants.

3 METHODS
This paper seeks to understand how introducing Datasheets may spark ethical perception, in-

form particularization, or otherwise change engineers’ practices when exploring a new, ethically

complicated ML problem and dataset.

To get this data, I asked 23 ML engineers to think aloud while exploring a data set and problem

statement with multi-faceted ethical problems. A randomly selected half of them were provided a

Datasheet along with the problem statement and data, and participants each worked for 25 minutes

or until they deemed themselves ready to describe a plan.

3.1 Participants
Participants were recruited through the Slack channel for an ML Meet-up group the author attends

(6), referrals from other participants (7), and several forums (/r/machinelearning, /r/artificial,

/r/datascience, and hackernews.com). They were offered a $40 Amazon.com gift card for an hour

session. Participants needed to be 18 years or older and consider themselves data scientists, machine

learning engineers, or people who worked with training data data science or ML algorithms.

Participants experience and job roles are described in Table 3. Three participants were primarily

self-taught, and, in addition to university classes, other participants reported learning through

online courses (participants mentioned Coursera (6), Udacity (2), and Stanford online (1) specifically).

Several participants were in or had recently completed a mentored, self-paced bootcamp called

Springboard (4).

In order to avoid framing and anchoring effects in the interviews, none of the interview protocols

explicitly mention race or gender, nor did I collect this demographic information about participants.

Particularly, I was concerned that asking about these race and gender characteristics in a nuanced

and considerate way might directly influence the study protocol and limit how participants were

thinking. As described in 6.5, I believe this is an important direction of future research.
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Table 3. Participants

Datasheet No Datasheet Total

Experience
(years)

Min .25 .1 .1

Max 15 5.5 15

Average 5.0 2.1 3.5

Median 3 2 2

Job Role

Worker 5 7 12

Student 3 5 8

Manager 2 2

Volunteer 1 1

Industry

Industry 9 6 15

Academia 1 1 2

Both 2 2

Unclear 1 3 4

All participants consented to have the audio and screen-sharing recorded and one recording

failed (Participant 21).

3.2 Think Aloud
I approached my research questions with a think aloud comparison study. The think aloud protocol

is a method in which participants speak their thoughts aloud as they complete a task and offers

insight into what participants attend to, as well as the opportunity to observe their process [20].

According to Ericsson and Simon, concurrent verbalizations are believed to offer stable and

accurate reports of ongoing cognitive processes, but for the purposes of this study, even if we only

got insight into how participants interpret and talk about their work, it is still interesting: speech

about work is the currency of collaboration, training, and management.

Verbalizations that require minimal cognitive processing offer information are not thought to

impede creativity, change decision-making, or alter the structure of task performance [20]. There

is evidence to suggest that they slow down task performance, however, so recorded times (i.e. time

spent looking at Datasheets) can be compared between participants, but not assumed to generalize

to real work environments.

Participants worked on their own computer, with their own software and settings. Previous

studies of ES have relied on surveys and interviews, usually in reaction to written, hypothetical

scenarios. This think-aloud method moves ethical sensitivity methods forward by preserving

some situational factors while still permitting researchers to control of key features of the ethical

situation.

3.3 Materials
3.3.1 Problem Statement. I provided participants with a fictitious problem statement, provided

here in its entirety:

"A national chain jewelry store has found that thieves tend to be aware of security cameras

mounted on the ceiling and plans to add eye level cameras in high-traffic stores. They plan to

first implement face detection using data from concealed, eye-level cameras. This model will

be deployed at each store. It will first be used to collect images of customers’ faces. Images

of faces from use will be used to improve the model so that it can detect faces in each store

environment. Later, the model will be supplemented with customer files and incident reports in
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hopes of adding functionality. For example, management hopes that individual stores will be

able to catch repeat offenders and identify customers later found to be casing stores for later

thefts. One day, they may use the original model and all store data to see if they can identify

suspicious behavior across stores.

Problem: formulate a plan for how you’d build a model to detect the presence of a face
and identify key features in stills from video with the context of the above plan in
mind.

Data: The data involves images of faces in different orientations and with a wide variety of

background features and accessories."

This problem was selected because it has a variety of ethical issues that could be noticed and

investigated by participants, just as a real work situation could. Known ethical issues planted in the

problem statement were: privacy for training data subjects, privacy for those at the jewelry stores,

bias in facial recognition, and “suspicious behavior” detection as punishing pre-crime. As expected,

participants noticed other potential ethical issues and offered nuance to the known issues.

Think aloud sessions took place in July 2020. The news and social media were discussing ongoing

protests in the wake of the killing of George Floyd. Although the intent of this project was to

write a problem statement with several potential ethical issues in order to get plenty of data

about recognition and particularization, issues related to race and policing may have been more

top-of-mind during the study period than they would otherwise be for non-Black participants.

3.3.2 Data. I selected 171 images from the Flickr-Faces-HQ (FFHQ) dataset [33]. FFHQ includes

faces “in the wild” pulled from the photo sharing site Flickr and is well documented. To manufacture

demographic imbalance that could cause an ethical issue, I intentionally oversampled images of

people who appeared to be men and who were light-skinned. This data was presented by the script

as “a random sample” from a larger dataset.

The data set presented to participant appeared
1
to be composed of 71% images of men, 24%

images of women and 5% images that were either not clear or contained people of more than

one gender. 89% of the images appeared to be of white people, 5% who were not white, and 5%

images of people whose race was not clear. In addition, 27.5% of images included a person wearing

glasses, 5.3% contained a person wearing sunglasses, 3.5% contained faces that were significantly

obstructed, 7% of images contained more than one complete or partial face, and 15.8% contained a

person wearing something on their head (for example, a hat, helmet, headband, glasses, over the ear

headphones or headset). The dataset included one subject who appeared to have Down’s Syndrome

and two subjects with dramatic costume make-up. Various ages were represented, including young

children.

3.3.3 Datasheet. The Datasheet intervention was designed by Gebru et al. [24]
2
. I filled out the

Datasheet with information from the original dataset’s curators
3
and added fictionalized details

to suit the purposes of the study. The goals of fictionalizing were to present enough details that

participants could find and act on real details about the images’ source if they executed a web

search, but to ensure that they did not believe that the extensive documentation about the FFHQ

dataset reflected the composition of the intentionally-biased study dataset. Fictionalized details

included replacing Flickr with Photobucket as the source. Photobucket is a similar site for which

user demographics are similar to those of the fake dataset and are readily available to any participant

1
These labels do not capture the self-understood identities of those in the images, nor the full range of race or gender

groups, but rather a need to describe the extent to which the dataset was dominated by images of people who would appear

to participants to be white and appear to be men.

2
The version used was included in the March, 19 2020 update of the paper available at: https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.09010

3
Provided in the readme.md file on github https://github.com/NVlabs/ffhq-dataset
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who searched for them. Other details, like the exact number of images, were altered slightly so that

the FFHQ dataset would not come up in an internet search of the provided details. I wanted to ensure

that the original dataset was not associated with the experiment because it could muddy participant

interpretations of data provenance and could cause participants to confuse this intentionally

under-representative dataset with the original.

The Datasheet acknowledged two potential ethical issues explicitly. First, the data reflects the

demographics of its source, which is heavily male and white. Second, the training data was said to be

scraped from a website where users posted them with permissive Creative Commons licenses. The

Datasheet admits that although the posters of the images were certainly aware that the images were

public and had made them available for some uses, the subjects of the photos had not necessarily

consented. The other ethical issues planted in the problem statement were not acknowledged in

the Datasheet.

3.4 Study Design
This project deployed the think aloud protocol in two groups: 11 of 23 participants received the

dataset, problem statement, and Datasheet, while the other 12 were issued only the problem

statement and data. Participants were randomly assigned between the two groups.

I asked participants to explore the materials and formulate a plan to address the problem.

Participants were able to view the data in Google Drive or download and work with it in software

of their choice. I asked them to think aloud as they decided “whether and how” to use the data for

25 minutes. Their screen and audio were recorded (all participants consented. One recording failed:

P21DS). Avoiding interrupting participants as they spoke, participants were asked to stop working

after around about 25 minutes. Several participants naturally concluded earlier, offering a summary

of their next steps, and a few reflected and searched for longer.

After the think-aloud session, I asked questions using a funnel-sequence interview [40]. Inspired

by [60], I used the funnel sequence to classify recognition into three time categories. Categories

allowed me to capture as much recognition as possible before revealing the topic of interest and

to capture recognition that perhaps happened, but which participants thought was not relevant

to the study. The interview started with questions summarizing and clarifying the participants’

plan: “Can you describe your approach?” and “what would your next steps be?” “How would you

approach labeling?” Then, I wanted to to elicit any limitations of their plan participants were aware

of: “What would an ML model trained on this model be useful for or not useful for?” Question 6 is

even more direct: it asks about one possible mitigation for some ethical issues in a flawed dataset

(“Would you want any other kinds of data to improve the model?”) Finally, Question 7 asks directly:

“Did you notice any potential ethical or legal issues in the problem or data?”

Swenson-Lepper clearly described the three time categories used in funnel sequence interviews

[60]: during Time A, a participant describes their perception, during Time B participants are asked

about moral aspects of the situation without being directly asked about ethics, and during Time C,

participants are asked directly about ethics.

I recorded whether each participant’s first recognition occurred while they were thinking aloud

(analogous to Time A), during the interview before the direct ethics question (Questions 1-6,

analogous to Time B), and during the interview as a response to the ethical question (Question 7,

analogous to Time C).

4 ANALYSIS
After the think aloud sessions, I used an automated transcription service (otter.ai), then listened

to the audio while reading the transcripts to correct the text. Then, I read the transcripts while

watching screen recordings of the think aloud sessions. This allowed me to note moments of
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recognition, particularization, and judgment as well as what participants were seeing on their

screen. I recorded the time each document was opened and the time participants navigated away

from it during the think aloud session. I used working definitions of each type of verbalization

to label them (in Nvivo 12) and collect the time those verbalizations began. I also labeled any

recognition, particularization and judgment that occurred in the post-think-aloud interview as

being “prompted” ethical sensitivity verbalizations.

4.1 Recognition
The first time a participant mentioned a particular ethical issue I recorded the time the utterance

started, relevant comment text, and screen contents.

Cues were often clear, but not always. Frequently, participants read snippets of their screen

contents aloud, highlighted text, pointed to things with their mouse, or paraphrased study materials

as part of the recognition utterance. When participants did none of those things, I could tell what

they had on their screen, but not what theywere looking at. I had planned to comparemy assessment

of cues with participants’ responses to an interview question, “What caused you to notice [ethical

issue]?” However, participants struggled to respond to this question, and gave answers about the

issue itself, not their noticing. I tried some re-worded versions of this question (e.g. “What tipped

you off?”) to no avail.

Whether an event was recognition or not was not always clear. For example, participants might

mention a facial recognition dataset or model that had been in the news for its ethical complications

without voicing an objection (I did not count this as recognition) or describe facial recognition

as “scary” (I did count this as recognition). I decided to count an instance as recognition only if

participants outwardly expressed concern, even if their concern was vague. Fortunately, all the

participants with ambiguous utterances later exhibited clear, unprompted recognition. This means

that these instances did not change the count of unprompted recognition, but did mean I did not

consider time-to-first-recognition to be a meaningful measure. This ambiguity could be a weakness

in this way of measuring recognition or it could indicate that recognition is not always a single

awakening moment, but can also be a dawning realization.

4.2 Particularization
For the purpose of identifying particularization, I developed the following definition, based primarily

on Weaver et al. [67, 68] Blum [7] and ongoing work:

“Seeking information, reflecting, and making developmental evaluations about the

situation, stakeholders, consequences, responsibility, options, resources, and the rela-

tionship of the issue to the task.”

While coding transcripts, I labeled these utterances as “particularization,” and recorded the time,

notes about context, and screen contents. If the participant was seeking or citing remembered

information, I recorded the information’s source and topic.

I recorded which options participants considered, constraints they mentioned, examples or stories

they offered, comments about signals of credibility in sources they referred to, and comments that

signaled the participants’ understanding of the technical and social aspects of the ethical issue

(how it happens and its impacts).

4.3 Judgment
Although this study was not aimed at collecting judgments, some participants offered judgments

as they worked.
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I labeled a statement as a judgment if a participant considered a course of action. I anticipated

that this would be difficult to disambiguate from instances of particularization in which people

mentioned options, but participants nearly always used phrases like “I would” and “we should” (or

a hedged version, like “I probably would”).

5 RESULTS
Participants demonstrated ethical sensitivity, with and without Datasheets. Although participants

in the group who were given Datasheets had more unprompted recognition, suggesting that the

Datasheet may have aided with recognition, all the participants in the group with no Datasheets

recognized at least one ethical issue after being prompted by interview questions. Ten out of eleven

participants who were given a Datasheet read it, and participants given Datasheets relied on it

extensively while they were building an understanding of the ethical issue at hand.

The method offered insight into recognition, particularization and judgment among machine

learning engineers using unfamiliar training data for a simulated work task. The difficulty of locating

recognition in a single moment of “awakening,” which the literature led me to expect [68] and the

difficulty participants had answering questions about cues suggests that, at least in this context, ML

engineers may experience recognition as a more gradual revelation. Particularization revealed how

they relied on their existing social and technical understandings, which existing understanding

and novel facts they believed to be relevant, and how they synthesized those to make sense of

the problem, their options, their resources, and the risks of different courses of action. Although

judgment wasn’t a target of the method used, it revealed the diversity of interventions participants

considered, their specific instrumental goals, and how their socio-technical understanding informed

their decision-making.

In reporting results, participants will be referred to by a participant number followed by a letter

indicating whether they got a Datasheet (“DS”) or did not (“N”).

5.1 Recognition
Figure 1 shows the first mention of an ethical issue by participants with and without Datasheets

and whether it happened unprompted (during the think aloud session), in the interview before the

direct ethics question, or in the interview in response to the ethics question. Table 4 shows what

each participant had on their screen when they noticed their first ethical issue.

Out of 11 participants who received a Datasheet, 10 read at least some of the document. One

participant in the Datasheets group did not read the Datasheet and did not mention any ethical

issues, including in response to direct ethics question.

Four participants (P1DS, P3DS, P17DS, and P21DS) mentioned their first ethical issue while

reading the Datasheet.

P3DS and P21DS brought up a privacy concern while reading that photographers published the

photos and often subjects’ consent was unknown. P21DS highlighted this question in the document,

saying, “So the subjects didn’t give permission?”

P1DS and P17DS mentioned bias while reading about the data selection.

“So random selection of those, good. . . It’ll be interesting to know how they decided

whether it was a face or not, in order to create the labels that they had? Perhaps they

did it with humans, perhaps, or used a pre-trained model and that could introduce

errors in the dataset— biases.” -PIDS (User tracked mouse over text as they read)

“Data was sampled randomly. Hm. I wonder how they did this demographic represen-

tativeness bit. . . we’re dealing with image processing, which often has trouble with
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Table 4. Cues for first-issue recognition

Datasheet No Datasheet

Cue Participants Cue Participants
Datasheet 4

Data 1 Data 1

Problem Statement 2 Problem Statement 3

Interview (Prompted) 3 Interview (Prompted) 8

None 1

Fig. 1. Prompted and unprompted issue recognition

skin tones. So kind of leads to racist machine learning more or less.” -P17DS (User
highlighted the phrase “basic demographic representativeness”)

One participant in the group without Datasheets and one participant in the group with Datasheets

first mentioned an ethical issue while looking at the data.

Participants mentioned discrimination from demographically unrepresentative training data

(15), high stakes in facial recognition (particularly for false positives) (7), privacy and consent in

provided training data (9), privacy and consent in data collected from the store (5), other privacy

concerns (2), unconscious bias in law enforcement or security personnel (1), and justice implications

of predicting crime and acting on those predictions (i.e. “Pre-Crime”) (1).

5.2 Particularization
Participants who particularized out loud as they worked spent a widely variable amount of time

doing so, ranging from 33 seconds to 9 minutes and 17 seconds (average: 3 minutes and 52 seconds).

One participant who recognized the issue unprompted did not particularize out loud at all.

I anticipated participants would seek out information about specific ethical issues they recog-

nized primarily. In fact, they built and reflected on broader technical and social understanding.

Particularization utterances revealed that participants’ understandings differed substantially.

While developing and exploring both types of understanding, participants reflected on their

existing knowledge and beliefs, sought (or indicated they planned to seek) information, and relied

on the study materials. They used examples of past engineering failures (8) and successes (1) and

made trade-offs (between gains and risks, benefits and costs). Using both ethical and technical

understanding, they discussed their options for mitigating the ethical issue, considering resources

and risks.
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5.2.1 Social Understanding. While deciding what to do, participants considered the perspectives

of and relied on their beliefs about other people, including data subjects, shoppers, thieves, the

business implementing the system, and law enforcement. The example of law enforcement shows

how differing views about stakeholders shapes participants’ view of the morality of the system.

P11DS used their relationship to law enforcement to support their moral evaluation of the project.

“In general, as a law abiding citizen, I am interested in supporting law enforcement. .

. So this [project] is acceptable at a moral level. Now, if you wanted me to do a face

detection to detect something racial with regards to admission to universities then I

say, uh, nuh-uh.” - P11DS

P3DS had a view of law enforcement that led them away from moral approval. P3DS did not

consider their own relationship to law enforcement, but used their beliefs about police behavior in

a hypothetical scenario:

“For certain, especially ethnic groups . . police come into the store and they think,

random person who they already suspect as a criminal, and so they’re prejudiced

against him. And now he’s reaching into his jacket to pull up his wallet because he

wants to buy a necklace. . . the police see him reaching in and pulling out some like

black object and think it’s a gun like they’re, you know, could potentially be like, serious

ramifications” -P3DS

P5N had initially approved of using the system only to catch repeat offenders. They used beliefs

about law enforcement’s use of data to reconsider.

‘So now I do think that the third task with the repeat offenders, after [mentally]

processing a little more, would also be a little bit concerning. How do you even make

that dataset of repeat offenders, right? It’s still probably like a police institution. So that

would also be biased and you’re more likely to catch sort of stereotyped individuals

more than others.” -P5N

5.2.2 Technical Understanding. Participants relied on and sought information about the data, the

technology, and deployment circumstances. Participants were particularly interested in certain

aspects of the data: its source, its distribution, how it was curated, how it was sampled or selected

from the source, whether and how it was tested, and what changes had been made to it. Source and

distribution information were mentioned as ways to identify bias. When citing their own technical

understanding, there were areas of consensus and conflict.

Participants differed in their views of some essential training data composition questions includ-

ing whether the data provided should have or not have negative examples– images of things other

than faces– or images with more than one face in them. P16N and P20N talked about removing

images with more than one face, framing it as “data cleaning.”

“Not this one. Because this one also has two faces. I think we have we have to make

sure the data is clean before we put into the model.” -P16N

Most other participants agreed that images with multiple faces are necessary. P17DS explains,

using the Datasheet to support his understanding of the data:

“In real production security cameras you’re gonna have more than one face in a bunch

of images. All the images [reading Datasheet] oh, ‘is centered on the images center

pixel.’ Okay, so that’s as I feared. . . For an actual production situation, we have to deal

with not just detecting a face, but also centering things.” -P17DS

In contrast to the disagreement about negative examples, there was widespread agreement that

differences between training data and the production scenario would be a problem. The following
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quotes illustrate how this technical understanding operated within particularization to generate

ideas about what to do next.

“Geez, how do we deal with the problems between these two datasets?. . . We’re gonna

have off the shelf security cameras versus whatever– these look like decent photos.

Maybe we can like white balance the photos and then do black and white and have

them like sort of cropped to the face so that they’re like kind of close.” -P17DS

“So, the more I think about it, the more I think I probably would want to skip this step

to be honest. I want the data from the store.” -P13DS

Several participants framed the problem as multi-stage and identified some stages as possible

with the current dataset, analyzing the feasibility in turn. P18N offers an example of this:

“But then in the last statement when they also say that they want to use this model to

predict suspicious behavior. . . So for that, like I said, one would need labeled data. . .

And this suspicious behavior just cannot be inferred from their face, I think this would

require more like tracking of the path that customer– where you went in the store,

who you talked to, how much time is spent where, stuff like this. That is much more

complex problem, because it will require a lot of generation of training data for this

person within the video frame such as like a time series feature. Not sure how feasible

it is to do that.” -P18N

5.2.3 Problem, Options, Resources, and Risks. To understand a problem, its sources, effects, and

what can be done about it, participants synthesized social and technical understandings.

P3DS relied on understandings of related technology and users’ perspectives to understand the

ethical aspects of technical choices.

“So if I make a new commit [to a GitHub repository] where I got rid of John’s awkward

photo. . . [it] is still there if anybody has a link to the previous commit. So I would

raise that issue with whoever is the guy responsible for maintaining this. GitHub is

probably not where you want to store this if you want to be able to have a revised data

set.” -P3DS

“People still don’t necessarily assume that everybody is going to be able to access this

stuff even when they make it public. Some people don’t realize the default settings. . .

So they might have not realized they were opting in to us collecting their information.”

-P3DS

Just as there were differences among social and technical understandings, differences emerged

when addressing socio-technical issues, like false positives.

P20N considers the costs of false positives ethically and financially.

“You know, this isn’t holding a kid while you call their mom . . . This is people’s lives are

potentially on the line. And is that worth saving $500 for a stolen ring? . . . if you want

to be callous and think from a business perspective, is the backlash for an individual

having the cops called and an incident happening and the loss of revenue from people

boycotting your store. . . Even if you don’t care about about the ethical side of it.” -
P20N

“So, what happens if your model says something and it’s wrong? I think it’s the main

thing. . . I want to know. How bad can that be for a person? And if it can be really bad,

then you have to seriously consider, is using a model here going to provide benefit or

not? And how can we make sure there’s sufficient human in the loop involvement?” -
P3DS
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P23DS compares the risks of false positives with the costs of false negatives and arrives at a very

different understanding.

“The main goal will be true positives, and at least in these types of situations, the goal

is to catch as much as possible. So, not a problem if it’s false. . . We will tilt a bit more

to okay if we have more false positives than if we have false negatives, in this case,

some thief appearing and not being identified will be more costly.” - P23DS

5.2.4 Datasheets and Particularization. In the group with Datasheets, most particularization hap-

pened while the Datasheet was on the screen. In some cases, reading the Datasheet guided partici-

pants through particularization. Two very different examples of this are P3DS and P11DS.

Participant 3. P3DS did the most particularizing of any participant (9 minutes and 17 seconds).

They first recognized ethical issues while reading the Datasheet. The Datasheet’s existence reassured

P3DS somewhat (“Maybe that means some of the concerns about the data use have obviously been

aired”), but they still read it in detail and engaged with it critically.

After reading about Creative Commons licenses, P3DS felt somewhat assured, but it didnt́ resolve

the concern entirely: “At least legally, we look like we’re okay even if whether we’re okay, morally

slash ethically– might not be the same question.”

P3DS used information from the Datasheet to reason about provenance and bias:

“Probably ask whoever sent me this how they determined [that each image includes a

human face]? Did they have a pre-trained model that is already good at face detection?

Or is this like a person went through manually and said like ’face,’ ’no face’ for each

one? . . . are you getting some sort of bias here in terms of, you only have images that

have easily recognizable faces because something already recognized that there was a

face in.”

“It might be nice if they said why it was deleted to see– any time there’s like a bias

you’re inserting in your data, right? You want to know like, what was that bias? . . . I’m

assuming maybe people just flagged those as offensive since it mentioned you could

do that.”

Participant 11. P11DS initially focused very directly on technical aspects of the task. Although

they nearly instantly acknowledged the possibility of an ethical issue (51 seconds in) and read the

entire Datasheet, they jokingly dismissed much of the content as not part of the task at hand.

“Archive, whatever. Restrictions, something, I don’t think I care. Okay. For this purpose

anyway. Confidential, [the author] will take care of it, don’t care.”

However, after reading more, the participant reported a paradigm shift, not unlike what’s

described in the ES literature as an awakening [67].

“[Reading]‘Has an analysis of the impact of its use on the subjects been conducted?

No.’ Alright, now I’m starting to feel uncomfortable. Maybe? [laughs]. . . it’s public,

but if the security cameras. . . I don’t know, it’s something private. And I’m starting to

think other thoughts here beyond the immediate task at hand.”

Although P3DS and P11DS started with very different senses of the relationship between the

ethical issues and their task, both demonstrated high ethical sensitivity (unprompted recognition

and particularization), and both used the Datasheet to shape their perception of the ethical issue.

5.2.5 Particularizing without a Datasheet. Four participants without Datasheets recognized during

the think-aloud, 3 of whom particularized.
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P5N particularized for 3 minutes and 37 seconds (longer than average) and spent that time

reflecting, citing an example of an engineering failure. They described where they understand bias

in ML to come from:

“You can try to train a network to do anything you want. But there has to be sort of

pattern. I would argue that there’s not necessarily a pattern between someone’s face

in suspicious behavior in stores. And of course, there’s, like in this current political

climate– there’s really bias and everything. So there will definitely be bias in your

training data. . . For example, certain types of people will be represented more often in

the training data, just because of implicit bias.”

P10N particularized for 7 minutes and 51 seconds (much longer than average), mostly reflecting

on the circumstances of use: the behavior of thieves and innocent shoppers, the setting of stores in

malls, mall security, and the relatively diverse demographics of the U.S. Notably, P10N mentioned

the “Coded Bias” project [10] almost immediately– before they saw the data. P10N then opened the

data and noted that they thought the data was “almost uniformly distributed.”

P20N particularized for 7 minutes and 41 seconds (much longer than average). They discussed

the circumstances of use, including the behavior of innocent shoppers and thieves, and compared

the context of this project to the context of projects they have worked on. P20N also discussed the

incentives of the store:

“And also, you know, it’s a company public image. If it comes out that a jewelry store

is removing all males between 20 and 24 who are in . . . a certain minority group and

then that really is going to impact sales a lot more. . . Some companies would rather

just have the thefts that you can write off than actual loss of revenue from– from being

racist, sexist agents, etc. . . [that’s something] particularly with machine learning, you

can get a lot of backlash for. So that’s something I’m always looking for, both from an

ethical perspective, but also it’s a business.”

5.3 Judgment
As I expected, participants did not do as much judging during the short think-aloud session as

they did particularizing, but some interesting data about judgment emerged. The small amount

of unprompted judgment makes it difficult to compare judgment with and without a Datasheet,

but this study did offer data about ML engineers’ judgments about the ethical issues in facial

recognition.

Although many participants expressed concern about privacy and consent, only two participants

considered judgments to mitigate these concerns. Several participants suggested broad interventions

that would address more than one issue: putting a human in the loop (P20N, P14N, P13DS, P10N,

P6N, and P3DS) and seeking out a different dataset to replace the one provided (P3DS, P13DS,

P17DS, and P11DS). Most participants considered actions to mitigate the bias issue in the training

data.

The most popular solution mentioned for dealing with bias was altering the demographic

distribution of the training data. However, proposed ideas differed on two dimensions: the goal and

the means. Participants often changed their minds here and their ideas did not align with others’.

Participants goals included altering the demographic distribution to reflect the jewelry store

locations (P4DS, P13DS, P14N, P17DS); ensure the data is equally distributed across groups (P8N,

P10N, P15N, P16N); match U.S. demographics (P8N, P17DS), match criminal population (P5N), or

in such a way that accuracy is similar among groups (P3DS, P13DS). To accomplish their goals,

participants considered collecting more data (P2N, P3DS, P4DS, P7DS, P9DS, P13DS, P19N, P20N),

reweighing (P4DS, P13DS, P15N, P18N), over-sampling minority groups (P3DS, P11DS, P16N, P18N,
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P19N), under-sampling majority groups (P16N, P18N), unspecified data augmentation (P9DS, P14N,

P18N), artificially generating more data for minority groups (P10N, P9DS), darkening existing

images of light-skinned people (P6N, P11DS), deleting images for which the algorithm does not

work well (P7DS), using a fairness toolkit (P9DS), and doing more testing (P18N, P9DS, P15N). P10N

mentioned twice that they wanted to spend more time collecting data and feature engineering

and went on to explain why, revealing a connection between their judgment and socio-technical

understanding:

“And I have recently– This is a really big issue, the ’Coded Bias’ was the one thing, the

recent article that I read . . in Stanford or MIT, the– it was able to detect more of white

people than black people. . . because the training data consisted more of white people.

So I think . . we should spend more time collecting data and you know, build the model,

because model building is– I think with the architecture that we have now, with the

computing power it’s not as difficult . . . the collection of data is the one thing which

we lack these days”

P11DS changed their mind as they reflected on a strategy to adjust the distribution, an example

of a common pattern in judging:

“To me there are two approaches. One approach is to get sufficient data in the lacking

areas to fill it out so that there is a better representation. . . or somehow do some photo

magic and [pauses] create [pauses] skin tones on– yeah, I don’t know, create skin tones,

but then facial features are different too. So that’s probably not a great idea.” -P11DS
The diversity of judgment on this issue reveals differences in understanding that those judg-

ments are built on. The pattern of participants revising their judgments after further reflection

demonstrates a non-linear relationship between particularization and judgment [51].

6 DISCUSSION
This study contributes to the ongoing conversation about contextualized ethical behavior and

offers a method for observing recognition, particularization, and judgment among technologists. It

offers support and guidance for developing interventions into technologists’ practices, ideas for the

development and testing of curricula and policy, rich contextualized data about ethical sensitivity,

and suggests opportunities for useful future work.

6.1 Context Documents and Ethical Sensitivity
This study suggests that context documents in general and Datasheets in particular may support

ethical sensitivity among machine learning engineers working with unfamiliar and ethically

problematic datasets.

The headline findings are good news for the authors of Datasheets and other context documents

who hope that their intervention will encourage ethical sensitivity. More participants in this study

with Datasheets mentioned ethical issues while working than those who did not. Participants relied

on them extensively to particularize: most particularization in the Datasheets group happened

while looking at the Datasheet. Although it’s tough to evaluate ethical judgment without declaring

some judgments better than others, four participants suggested the drastic step of replacing the

problematic dataset entirely, all four of whom had a Datasheet. Perhaps having more detailed

information about data context and provenance gave these participants the confidence to make a

call about the suitability of this data.

It’s possible that participants in both groups recognized at the same rate as one another, and

that whether a participant mentioned an ethical issue during the think aloud session is a better

measure of whether a participant thought it was relevant during the think-aloud than whether
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they noticed it. If the Datasheet has that effect in the workplace – signaling to ML engineers that

data context and ethical aspects are relevant to their work and thereby encouraging them to bring

it up– it is still achieving its aims.

When I proposed this study, I was concerned that participants might not read the Datasheet: I

had a plan to re-balance the groups to ensure I had enough data from participants who opened the

Datasheet. To my surprise, 10 out of 11 participants who were offered a Datasheet opened it with no

encouragement. Three participants opened the document, exclaimed that it was long, and navigated

away to something else, but all three eventually returned to it when they had questions about

the data. Given the knowledge that document length could be overwhelming, though, authors of

context documents may consider making them more brief, offering an outline or linked navigation,

or highlighting important sections that they want to ensure people read.

The Datasheet prompted 6 recognition events, 4 of which were the participant’s first. Half of

these occurred when reading text about something technical (e.g. recognizing a bias issue while

reading about data selection.) This suggests that Bender & Friedman may be correct in believing that

surfacing information about data distribution and context may trigger recognition, even without

including direct ethical questions or language [5]. The fact that 4 participants (1 with a Datasheet

and 3 without) mentioned their first ethical issue in response to early, indirect interview questions

further supports the assertion that surfacing dataset characteristics and likely effects may prompt

ethical engagement.

6.2 Fostering Ethical Sensitivity
I hope that further study of ethical sensitivity among technologists will offer a foundation for

an evidence-based exploration of interventions to develop ethical sensitivity. For example, how

can organizations embed ethical sensitivity in norms and policies? How can training develop the

skill of ethical sensitivity in new hires and students? Besides context documents, organizations

and educators can consider developing other tools, practices, and policies or shaping norms to

encourage recognition, support particularization, and guide judgment. This study offers some

guidance for developing and evaluating these interventions.

As we learn more about ethical sensitivity among technologists, we can build curricula that

support ethical sensitivity. Recognition skills may be supported by teaching familiarity with

common cues, an understanding of relevant ethical issues, historical examples of when and how

new social impacts have emerged, and a habit of actively looking for ethical problems. Students may

improve particularization skills by learning to evaluate information sources, building familiarity

with existing options and resources, methods for evaluating risks, understanding important aspects

of fit between problems and interventions, and developing a socio-technical perspective of their

work and its context. Judgment may be supported through practice making or evaluating judgments

in case studies and by providing preparation for and experience navigating the (perhaps unexpected)

loop between particularization and judgment.

Participants in this study had a variety of educational backgrounds. Ideally, curricula should

be adaptable for the several ways ML engineers can be trained, including through online courses

outside the university, more distributed self-teaching, and on-the-job training. Finally, ethical

sensitivity has been operationalized to test the success of educational interventions in professional

education [15, 16, 46] and we can extend and adapt that work to study ML learners.

Organizations can develop and test policies, norms, and training to support the development of

ethical sensitivity. Once asked about ethical issues in the interview, all but one participant cited at

least one concern. This suggests that an intervention that involves simply asking technologists

about potential ethical issues may go a long way. Maybe better than consistent questions as part of
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a regular meeting or form, which could eventually prompt a habitual “no,” are intermittent prompts:

perhaps something analogous to the experience sampling method [37].

Several participants said they would reach out to the company’s legal department or counsel,

and several more expressed the desire for a third-party ethics watchdog, rating agency, or review

board. A source of independent advice may give technologists peace of mind, information that

will help them recognize and particularize future ethical issues, and encourage them to feel more

comfortable engaging with ethics in their work. P4DS put it concisely: “It’s important to be able to

raise your voice without losing your job.”

Far from making engineers worry for their jobs when raising ethical concerns, a particularly

strong intervention may be to design job descriptions and evaluations to include ethical engagement.

Making it clear that noticing ethical issues is part of workers’ responsibility and rewarding that

engagement in job reviews with positive feedback, raises, and promotions could go a long way to

ensuring that engineers are looking for and are willing to report potential ethical issues.

6.3 Think Aloud & Ethical Sensitivity
This study applied the think-aloud method to observe ethical sensitivity among technologists

working with unfamiliar training data. Think-aloud has difficulties and advantages, but overall

renders a rich view of ES compared to traditional methods of observing ethical sensitivity.

When applied to studying ethical sensitivity, the think-aloud method really shines when it comes

to observing particularization. Until now, studies of particularization have been inconsistent and

acontextual, like asking participants to rank or list factors that they considered when responding to

a scenario. Think aloud, even in a simulated work context, allowed me to watch participants search

for information, use examples, rely on existing understanding, and reflect. It revealed what existing

understanding mattered and how those understandings differed among participants. Think aloud

will give ES researchers a more grounded and more complete conceptualization of particularization

and insight into how context effects the process.

Think-aloud may also offer an improvement over existing methods when it comes to observing

judgment. Rather than a selection or single statement of a participant’s decision, think-aloud lets

us capture the full range of judgment. The verbs Rest uses in his initial conception of judgment

are “formulating”, “deciding”, and “executing or implementing.” We saw quite a lot of this detail in

judgment: we saw people explore options, change their minds, make trade-offs, and “if [condition],
then [judgment], but if. . . ” A think-aloud study with a different scope or an ethnographic method

could better include the “execute and implement” phase of judgment. None of this insight is

available in surveys or other methods that focus on the ethical decision. Looking further into these

developmental judgment activities may help us intervene into this key moment of technology

development.

Despite Rest’s description of a non-linear relationship between particularization and judgment

[51], the operationalization of ES used in studies up to this point has not left room for describing, let

alone contending with, this complicated relationship [9]. Participants in this is study demonstrated

this pattern, moving from judgment back to particularization and using their updated understanding

in their next judgment phase. The number, triggers, and qualities of these interruptions of judgment

to return to particularization could be useful data. Does fewer loops back to particularization reflect

a confident, experienced worker? Perhaps more frequent or longer pauses to particularize are

desirable for a sensitive, fraught, or complicated socio-technical project. More qualitatively, what

causes and characterizes these loops? What makes them useful, and when are they simply delays?

This method was able to measure the quantity of recognition events, identify cues for recognition,

and observe recognition as it unfolded. The data in this study suggests that recognition may not

always look like a "moment of awakening" or a sudden paradigm shift, but perhaps a response to
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an accumulation of concern. If that’s the case, perhaps a wide-net approach of many interventions

throughout the development process, will be most effective. Future studies have the opportunity

to focus on this key moment so we can learn more about it and build best practices to identify or

elicit details about it. Better understanding recognition presents an opportunity to improve the

effectiveness of ethics practices in organizations because noticing an ethical issue is necessary to

open the door for other practice-based and technical interventions for ethical ML.

6.3.1 Situational Factors. When observing ethics practices among technologists, researchers have

a lot of options for how to design or select a work task and environment. These choices have

trade-offs and offer insight into different aspects of the phenomenon of interest.

First, how will you deal with individual familiarity? My participants varied in their familiarity

with image data, facial recognition technology, the regulatory environment of facial recognition

and retail, the particular ethical issues embedded in the task, and experience with ML in general.

This study dealt with these differences through randomization, but other studies could study a

problem particular to a certain domain (or data type, ML technique, regulatory environment, or

social context) with engineers with deep domain experience to reveal more about domain-specific

problems and how expertise mediates ethical sensitivity.

Researchers will also have to manage the obviousness of any problems or cues they embed in

a designed task. Some factors that may effect the obviousness are news attention to the ethical

issue, social media discourse about it, or regulatory changes. Pilot testing can help researchers get

a sense of how salient any planted cues are to people who are taking them in along with a lot of

other new information. Manipulating how obvious a cue or problem is will allow researchers to

focus on different aspects of ethical sensitivity. For example a study with a very large number of

participants and a subtle ethical problem can offer a more nuanced view of recognition, while a

more top-of-mind issue like the one selected for this study can offer more data from later stages.

How much time will participants spend working on your task? Although just 30 minutes offered

a lot of data in this study, observing participants over the course of a longer project would offer

insight into important features of real work that are not clear in the first minutes of working with

new data. In particular, it would reveal how particularization and judgment continue to feedback

on each other over time, how new information or testing alter their understanding, and whether

and how their considerations of options, resources, and risks change over time as they make design

commitments. Kaggle competitions are a fairly constrained, but much longer term project that

engineers are often quite invested in but do not risk their employers’ intellectual property.

Finally, researchers must make decisions about the environment in which participants will work

on the simulated project. Participants can be observed in their real work environment; on their own

computer or a provided computer; in their own environment or a lab environment. Lab environments

and provided computers offer control, more granular data collection without requiring participants

to download invasive software, and higher comparability among participants. This could be useful

for attempting to measure things like time-to-first-recognition or collecting granular behavior

data like keyboard and mouse input or eye-tracking. Participants’ own environment or real work

environment does not require participants to use unfamiliar software and settings or spend time

configuring it. Unfamiliar software, settings, and surroundings may serve as recurring signals of

the task’s distance from their occupation– when we are interested in part in their way of thinking

and working within their occupation, this can be a disadvantage.

6.4 Limitations
This study demonstrated that we can observe recognition and test the effectiveness of an interven-

tion designed to prompt it using a think aloud experiment. The ethical issue selected in this study
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has attracted a lot of attention in the news, including during the study period: participants men-

tioned the Tiny Images dataset being taken offline by MIT and the relevance of Black Lives Matter

protests in the wake of the killing of George Floyd, which were ongoing during data collection. It

is no surprise that most participants noticed ethical issues in facial recognition, especially when

paired with the goal of detecting crime.

This study demonstrated that think-aloud studies can be used to study ethical sensitivity in

machine learning. However, recognition and cues were more difficult to observe than expected.

Difficulty identifying recognition was detailed in the discussion. This limited my ability to compare

time to first recognition among participants and the average between the participants with and

without Datasheets.

I did not collect self-identified race or gender for this study. In retrospect, this information could

have offered useful context. Especially in light of national news events related to race, this context

would have allowed better reflection on the standpoints of participants.

In my small sample, randomization didn’t render an even distribution of the demographics I

did collect, particularly experience. In addition to designing studies focusing on the relationship

between experience and ethical sensitivity, future researchers may consider making an effort to

balance experience among study groups if experience is an explanatory variable.

Further work can be applied to how to observe recognition and cues precisely during technology

work. I encourage future work to be as highly situated in work contexts as possible to ensure that

we get an accurate picture.

6.5 Future Work
This study suggests several profitable avenues for future work.

We can learn much more about Datasheets’ effectiveness as an ethical intervention. This study

aimed to observe recognition in detail and to capture some particularization, and so an issue that was

expected to be frequently noticed was selected. To further evaluate the Datasheet’s effectiveness, it

should be tested with more ambiguous or less talked-about ethical issues as well. More targeted

work on particularization could quantify time spent on different sections of the Datasheet which,

in conjunction with verbalizations about the content, could give us an even better view of how

Datasheets support particularization and how we might improve them. Recent work on Algorithmic

Impact Assessments (AIAs) supports the importance of Datasheets and other context documents

for supporting AIAs, but also suggests that filling them out may not be as simple as it seems [43].

Future studies should develop and test best practices for writing effective, thorough Datasheets

that consider the lived realities of affected communities.

Better understanding ethical sensitivity across technology development contexts will allow us to

intervene in that work to encourage recognition, support thorough particularization, and guide

judgment. Researchers can continue to use think-aloud studies to study ethical sensitivity in new

contexts, to test a variety of different interventions, or with more subtle ethical violations, especially

when particularization and judgment are of interest. In addition to other context documents, it

would be interesting see whether interventions like envisioning cards [23], adversary cards[69],

and design workbooks [71] elicit or change the character of ethical sensitivity.

All 3 participants without Datasheets particularized for longer than average. It may be that a

Datasheet supports more efficient particularization but with only 3 non-Datasheet particularizers,

this study does not offer enough data to be sure. Further study on particularization with and without

context documents could shed more light. Altered or new methods can be developed to focus on

recognition, to observe ethical sensitivity in groups, or to describe ethical sensitivity in action in

real work settings.
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Participants’ awareness of and beliefs about particular ethical issues were not a focus of this study,

but they very likely influence particularization and judgment. Data about participants’ positionality–

like race, gender, sexuality, country of origin, and more– were not collected for this study and

also represent an opportunity for future work. Experience with the particular technical features of

the assigned task, application domain, or ethical issues could impact whether participants exhibit

ethical sensitivity in a simulated work task, as well as their confidence and clarity in expressing their

concerns. Perhaps job role, years of experience, or industry may play a role. Future work can help

us understand how ethical awareness, beliefs, positionality, and experience influence or mediate

ethical sensitivity during work will allow practitioners to appropriately target interventions in

team composition, worker training, and task design to support ethical sensitivity.

7 CONCLUSION
This study suggests that context documents may prompt recognition, support particularization, and

guide judgment in technology work. It demonstrates a method that renders rich insight into ethical

sensitivity and how interventions aid or hinder ethical sensitivity during technology development.

Using this method, this paper offers a view into ethical sensitivity in technology development and

reports the most detailed, contextual description of particularization and judgment yet. It offers

evidence supporting Rest’s assertion about the relationship between particularization and judgment

in practice and raises questions about the current view of recognition.

This study shows an example of one part of attending to ethics in ML: interventions that

encourage ML builders to notice and build understanding of ethical problems as they work. I

believe that to effectively address the potential harms of this widely applied and quickly developing

technology, as many people along the pipeline need to be engaged in the project of mitigating

ethical issues as possible. Yes, user boycotts. Yes, citizen engagement. Yes, refusal to build. Yes,

ethical interventions in training data, training, and post-training.

We need to know what helps workers notice, engage, and come to a decision all along the

process, for subtle issues as well as issues in the news. This paper offers encouraging evidence for

context documents and introduces one method for describing the impact of other interventions

into machine learning practices. I hope this study encourages more work on ethical sensitivity in

technology development in general, and ML training data curation in particular.
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